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1. INTRODUCTION 
In ]6] Niessen and Mennicken characterized all first order linear 
differential expressions M, -rY, N and .,r’; defined on an open interval I c H: 
for which 
M= Q,D + Qo, .M=L2,D+Y,, 
N=R,D+R,, ..4”Z .,$,D + .9 0, 
j (Ng)* Mf = [ (.Mg)*. t’J .L g E G(z). (1.1) 
L -1 
Here D stands for differentiation, Qi, 3,, Ri and .‘Yi (i = 0, 1) are m x m 
matrix-valued continuous functions on I and C:(l) is the set of all C” valued 
functions which are C” and have compact support in I, while * indicates 
complex conjugation in Cm. The differential expression .X may be called the 
formal adjoint of M with respect to the pair N, ..4”. If we have M =A, 
N = ./I ., then one obtains the notion of S-hermitian differential expressions as 
introduced by Schlfke and Schneider [9-l 11. In the case where N =. f. is 
just matrix multiplication the concept of formal adjoint has been considered 
by various authors, see, for instance, IS]. 
Here we wish to characterize all higher order differential expressions M, 
/, N and .A for which (1.1) holds. In particular when N =. # ‘= I,,, (M X m 
identity matrix) we may take .,R = M+, the Lagrange adjoint of M. When 
the coefficients are sufficiently regular we may interpret (1.1) as a 
commutation property of M, A, N and ,P‘: using Lagrange adjoints we have 
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This property includes the case of two commuting differential expressions. 
Recent algebraic work for commuting differential expressions has been given 
by Carlson and Goodearl [2]. An interesting special case is when in (1.1) 
N = M and .,1’-=.,/ = M+; then the differential expression M is said to be 
formally normal. Such expressions have been studied by Coddington [ 3 ] and 
Biriuk and Coddington [ 11. We obtain the existence of an nm x nm matrix- 
valued C’ function 2 on I, the so-called companion matrix, such that 
where y indicates the nm x 1 matrix-valued function on 1, defined by 
and C”(l) is the set of all Cm valued functions on I, which are C”. 
In this paper we only present the formal aspects of the commutation 
property (1. l), but it is clear that (1.2) lends itself to a study of boundary- 
value problems. This was carried out by Niessen and Mennicken [6] in the 
first order case. For some results in higher order cases we refer to work by 
Petryshyn [8] (see also [7 1). 
2. A REGULARITY RESULT 
For f E C”(r) we have defined the mn X 1 matrix-valued function $ on z. 
We also introduce the (n + I)m x 1 matrix-valued function $ on 1 by 
Now let Z be any nm x nm matrix-valued C’ function on 1. Iff, g E C”(l), 
then (a* ZTis C’ and 
DI(a* z31= cd)* 4 P-1) 
where A is a continuous (n + 1)m x (n + I)m matrix-valued function on 1. 
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Here C$ denotes the i xj zero matrix and Z’ stands for the derivative of Z. 
In particular it follows that 
j (a* A!= 0, f, g E cxo (2.3) 
L 
A converse of this result is given in the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Ler A be a continuous (n t 1)m x (n t 1)m matrix-valued 
function on I, such that (2.3) holds for all f, g E C:(l). Then there exists an 
nm x nm matrix-valued C’ function Z on I, such that (2.2) holds. 
Proof. We write the matrix-valued function A in the form 
where each Ai,j is an m x m matrix-valued function on I (i, j = 0, l,..., n). 
Now we introduce Q,(f) by 
O,(f)= i' AijD’f, 
70 
i = O,..., n; 
then (2.3) implies 
j 5 (Dig)* L?,(f) I= 0, f, g E C:(l). 
L i--O 
Fixing c E I we obtain from this by integration by parts and a well-known 
regularity result (see, for instance, 14, Lemma 2.11) 
=7[ “-I(X), XE 2, 
where rr, _, is a polynomial of degree at most n - 1. In particular this shows 
that Q,(f) is C’. Introducing w,-,(f) = Q,(J) we see that 
@-,(f))'(X)= fiti I(f)@) 
- ~xa,~,(f)+ +(-I)“-1 ix... [22,cf)+~~,-,(~), 
-’ c “‘c ‘c 
n 1 times 
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and hence (w, _ ,(f))’ - R,_,(f) is Cr. Introducing w, . z(j’) = 0, _ , df) - 
(o,- ,df))’ we see that 
(%I - ZWYW = Q,-*(f)(x) 
- jxa,,(f)+ ..’ +(-l)“-’ IX... [xJ2,(f)-D*~,..,(~). 
‘C ‘C ‘C vv_-- 
n-2 times 
Continuing in this way we obtain for each fE C:(r) n C’ functions wicf), 
i = O,..., n - 1, such that 
A,,,./-+ A,,,“/-’ + ‘.. + AO,p) = (wou- )>‘Y 
A,,of+ A,,,.!-’ + .” + 4,2”‘= qd.f) + (w,df>)‘, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.4) 
A ,, -,. of+A.-,.,f’+ .‘. +A “-d-(=) = w,-,(f) + (wn-l(f))‘, 
A,.of+ An.,f’ + ... + 4,.nf(n) = wn-,(f). 
It is clear that (2.4) still holds iff is interpreted as an m x m matrix-valued 
function on I, whose columns belong to C:(r). In that case widf) has to be 
interpreted as the matrix of Wi acting on each column off: Now let Jc I be a 
compact subinterval and choose f such that on J we have f = xi/i! I,. 
i = o,..., n. From (2.4) we obtain 
A 0.0 
A I.0 
. . . . . 
A n-t 
A n.0 
and for i = l,..., n 
AO,i 
. . . . = 
A n-l.i 
-An,i _ 
(wo(~,))’ 
WOV,) + (WI(~,)) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
On-2vm> + (wn- IV,))’ 
wn-IV,) 
._....._............,................. - 
-n-2(+kj +(w+,(&)) 
wn I ( 1 
+I- 1. I 
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Next we define 
zj.O = oj(z,n), 
and inductively for i = l,..., n - 1 
j = o,..., n - 1, 
zj,i = Oj $ I, 
(. ) 
- X<i.i. 1 -GZ,.i 2-~.~-$Zj.o,j=0 ,,.., n-l. 
We now claim 
A 0.0 
A 1.0 
A Is- I.0 
A fl.0 
and for i = I,.... n - 1 
AO.i 
A I,i i 1 = A n- I,i An,i Z n-2.i Z n-l.i 
0: 
Z 0.0 
. . . . 
Z n-2.0 
Z n-1.0 
+ 
Z O.i-I 
Z l.i- I 
zn- I.i 
0: 
i 
Zb.0 
Zi,O 
. . 
Cl-. 1.0 
0: 
+ 
zb,i 
zi.i 
‘L- I,i 
0: 
(2.7) 
To show this, we note that it follows from the definition of Z,,, that 
(Wj(~m))’ = q.07 
and 
i-- I 
+zj.j I+XZji..2+“.+L (i- l)! zi.Oq 
forj=O,..., n- 1. 
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It is now clear that (2.7) follows from (2.5), and (2.8) follows from (2.6) 
by induction. On the compact interval Jc I we now define the nm x nm 
matrix-valued C’ function Z by 
i 
Z 0.0 .” Z 0.n I 
z= ) 
Z n-1.0 “’ Z n-1.n. I 1 
Since the above induction process stops at i = n - 1, we have proved that on 
the interval J c I the difference between A and the right side of (2.2) is an 
(n + 1)m x (n + 1)m matrix-valued function C of the form 
c=(o:-,,. 1 FJ, 
where each Ci is a continuous m x m matrix-valued function on J. Because 
of the property (2.3) for the right side of (2.2) and the assumption on A we 
must have 
This shows that for each g E C:(J) 
g*c, + (g’)* c, + + (g’“‘)* c n 
is a polynomial of degree at most n - 1. Hence Co = ... = C, = 0: and we 
have shown that (2.2) is valid on the compact interval J. It is easy to see 
that. since the interval J is arbitrary, we have found a unique nm x nm 
matrix-valued C’ function Z on I, such that (2.2) holds. This completes the 
proof. 
3. ADJOINTS AND A COMPANION MATRIX 
We introduce the following four differential expressions 
n R 
M= 2 QkDk, .I = 2 9,Dk, 
k -7 0 k-0 
N= f RkDk, , f ‘= + .2kDk. 
k=U k?,, 
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Here the coefficients Qk, Y,, R, and .Yk (k = O,..., n) are m x m matrix- 
valued continuous functions on an open interval I c R. We will say ..M is the 
formal adjoint of M with respect to the pair N, f _ or shorter: .M is (N, a I ‘) 
adjoint to M, if (1.1) holds. It is clear that +V is (N,. V’) adjoint to M if and 
only if M is (, P., N) adjoint to .N. 
THEOREM 1. .H is (N,. f ‘) adjoint to M if and only if there exists an 
nm x nm matrix-valued C’ function Z on I, the so-called companion matrix, 
such that 
-2”.L?, .’ mYn * 0; -I, 
R,R, ,.. R, ) (I, 
In this case we have for allf, g E C”(l) 
(Ng)* Mf- (.Hg)*. If= D[(&* ZT]. (3.2) 
Proof: Suppose (3.1) holds for some matrix-valued function Z. Left J 
g E C”(r) and multiply each side of (3.1) on the right by$and on the left by 
(g)*. Using (2.1) we obtain (3.2). In particular we use (3.2) withf, g E C,“(r) 
to obtain (I. 1). Hence / is (N,. P‘) adjoint to M. 
Conversely let .I be (N,. I ‘) adjoint to M, i.e., we suppose that (1.1) 
holds. If we denote the left side of (3.1) by A, then A is a continuous 
(n + 1)m x (n + 1)m matrix-valued function on 1 and 
(Ng)* Mf - (Hg)*. 4 f= (&* Aj f, g E C”(l). 
Hence our assumption is equivalent to 
An application of the lemma shows the existence of an nm x nm matrix- 
valued C’ function Z on I, such that (3.1) holds. This completes the proof. 
4. A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR THE COMPANION MATRIX 
In this section we assume 
Q,(x). ,zn(x) are invertible for all x E 1. (4-l) 
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Note that (3.2) shows the existence of a constant nm X nm matrix C such 
that 
z = $*)-I C(Fy, 
where F, G are fundamental matrix solutions of Mf = 0, Af = 0, respec- 
tively. In particular the rank of Z(x), x E I, is constant. 
On I we define the m X m matrix-valued functions Ti and 6 by 
Ti = (Qn)- ’ Qi, q = (2,). ’ 9i, i = O,..., n - 1, 
and the nm X nm matrix-valued functions T and FF by 
T= -I,,-- I)!?’ 
T, ... T,-, ’ 
and 
THEOREM 2. We assume (4.1). If ..A is (N,. ,t ‘) adjoint to h4, then the 
companion matrix Z with the form 
Z 0.0 “’ Z 0.n I 
. . , Zi.,i m X m matrix, 
Z n-1.0 “’ Z 1 n-1.n.-I, 
satisJies the first order dlflerential equation 
Z’=ZT+F-*Z, (4.2) 
and there exists a continuous m x m matrix-valuedfunction K on I, such that 
Ri = K* -r’i + ((QJ’)* Zfn , , i = O,..., n - 1, 
R, = K* .Y,, 
(4.3) 
and 
<Hi=KQi-((.&-‘)*Z, ..,. i, i = O,..., n - 1, 
3,, = KQ,. 
(4.4) 
Conversely, if Z is a solution of (4.2) and Ri, , #‘i, i = 0 . . . . . n. are defined 
by (4.3) and (4.4) with an arbitrary continuous m x m matrix-valued 
function K, then H is (N,. f ‘) adjoint to M. 
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Prooj: We multiply each side of (3.1) on the right by 
and on the left by 
Since the value of each of these (n + 1)m x (n + 1)m matrix-valued functions 
is invertible on account of (4. l), we obtain the following identity, which is 
equivalent to (3.1): 
’ z o.,,cQJ' 
= Z’-ZT-F+=Z 
Z .-,.,-,<Qn>-' * 
w”>-‘)* Z”.. 1.0 “. w%-‘I* zn-l,n-- I . i 0: 
Hence if we assume that N is (IV, ..I ‘) adjoint to M, then we define 
K = .A’,,(Q,)- and we obtain (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4). 
Conversely if (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) are given, then the above identity is 
valid or equivalently we have (3.1), which shows that .N is (N,...N) adjoint 
to M. 
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